Treatment of Carotid Cavernous Fistulas Using Covered Stents: Midterm Results in Seven Patients
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Treatment of Carotid Cavernous Fistulas Using Covered Stents: Midterm Results in Seven Patients

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Carotid cavernous fistulas (CCF) can be effectively treated by using different therapeutic alternatives such as detachable balloons and detachable coils, alone or in combination with N-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate (n-BCA) or Onyx. Stents have also been used in an attempt to preserve the parent artery while still occluding the fistula. We present our experience using balloon-expandable covered stents to treat CCF, focusing on arterial wall reconstruction. To our knowledge, this is the first series with midterm follow-up between 3 months and 3.5 years.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: From the 46 CCF treated at our institution between November 1998 and September 2006, a total of 7 posttraumatic direct CCF were treated using polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)-covered stents between April 2003 and September 2006. Five were treated with covered stents alone. One patient with transection of the internal carotid artery (ICA) first underwent bare stent placement to provide support for the covered stent. One patient had to be treated with coils and n-BCA.

RESULTS: Control angiograms obtained in the 7 patients demonstrated occlusion of the fistula and preservation of the ICA in all cases. There was no mortality and no immediate postprocedural morbidity. There was 1 case of morbidity identified at 1-month follow-up with asymptomatic occlusion of the ICA; the other 6 patients had angiographic follow-up between 3 and 42 months (mean, 18.4 months), with persistent occlusion of the fistulas, patent stent grafts, and no significant intimal hyperplasia.

CONCLUSIONS: PTFE-covered stents are evolving as a promising intracranial therapeutic alternative to treat CCF and preserve the parent artery by reconstructing the arterial wall. They should be considered in patients in whom fistulas cannot be successfully occluded with detachable balloons or detachable coils. More investigation is required to further develop their specifications and indications.

FOLLOWING the introduction of detachable latex balloons by Serbinenko in 1974, Debrun et al\textsuperscript{12-15} popularized the detachable balloon technique to treat carotid cavernous fistulas (CCF). As the first endovascular tool to treat CCF, detachable balloons became the method of choice with reported success rates ranging between 75\%–88\% in occluding the fistulas and preserving the patency of the parent internal carotid artery (ICA).\textsuperscript{3,5-11} However, despite representing an excellent alternative to surgery, balloons could not always be used if preservation of the parent artery was desired. This drawback led to the continuous search for alternative ways to treat CCF while attempting to preserve the artery.\textsuperscript{8,10,12} Several treatment options followed, including detachable coils and cyanoacrylates. Detachable coils in particular have proved to be an excellent therapeutic option to occlude CCF in different circumstances when balloons could not be used because of either the technical limitations or lack of availability. Nevertheless, some limitations observed with the use of coils to occlude CCF still can be identified when herniation of a coil loop or the coil tip into the parent vessel occurs and cannot be repositioned. This poses a risk for embolization, which has been reported occasionally to require parent artery occlusion.\textsuperscript{7,12}

Additional complex techniques have been described using a transarterial and/or transvenous approach to occlude the fistula by using the detachable coils alone or in combination with N-butyl-2-cyanoacrylate (n-BCA) with or without balloon assistance.\textsuperscript{7,12-17} Onyx (Ev3, Irvine, Calif) has also been used in combination with detachable coils in a few patients with satisfactory clinical and angiographic results up to 3 months.\textsuperscript{18,19} More recently, bare stent–assisted coil placement has proved to be another alternative particularly useful when arterial reconstruction is required, with no evidence of fistula recurrence and preservation of the parent artery at 3- to 6-month follow-up.\textsuperscript{14} To our knowledge, only a few cases of covered stents to treat CCF with short-term follow-up have been described in the English literature.\textsuperscript{20-22} We present our experience in 7 cases of CCF treated with covered stents with midterm follow-up between 1 month and 3.5 years (mean, 18.4 months).

Patients and Methods

From the 46 cases of CCF treated at our institution between November 1998 and September 2006, a total of 7 posttraumatic direct CCF were treated by using covered stents between April 2003 and September 2006. The description of the patient population and technique is summarized in the Table. There were 6 men and 1 woman, ranging between 21 and 54 years of age (mean, 32.7 years). All the fistulas were posttraumatic, 6 of them located in segment C4, and 1, in segment C6 of the Bouthillier classification.\textsuperscript{23} All the procedures were performed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patient No./ Age (y)/Sex</th>
<th>Presentation</th>
<th>Mechanism of Trauma</th>
<th>Venous Drainage</th>
<th>Reason Not to Use Balloon</th>
<th>Covered Stent (mm)</th>
<th>Additional Material</th>
<th>Angiographic Follow-Up (months)</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1/23/M</td>
<td>Chemosis, proptosis</td>
<td>PHBC</td>
<td>Ophthalmic, petrous</td>
<td>No balloon available</td>
<td>4 × 12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Occluded fistula, asymptomatic occlusion ICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2/21/M</td>
<td>Chemosis, proptosis</td>
<td>GSW</td>
<td>Ophthalmic, petrous</td>
<td>Bony fragments</td>
<td>4 × 12, 4 × 16</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>23.5</td>
<td>Occluded fistula, preserved ICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3/21/M</td>
<td>Chemosis, proptosis</td>
<td>BHBC</td>
<td>Ophthalmic, petrous</td>
<td>No balloon available</td>
<td>3.5 × 12</td>
<td>Coil, 8 × 20, Histoacryl</td>
<td>37.2</td>
<td>Occluded fistula, preserved ICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4/39/M</td>
<td>Right hemiplegia</td>
<td>MVC</td>
<td>Cortical vein</td>
<td>Small cavernous sinus</td>
<td>4 × 12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Occluded fistula, preserved ICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5/21/M</td>
<td>Chemosis, proptosis, ophthalmoplegia, blindness</td>
<td>BHBC</td>
<td>Ophthalmic, petrous</td>
<td>ICA transection</td>
<td>4 × 12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>14.9</td>
<td>Occluded fistula, preserved ICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6/54/M</td>
<td>ASDH, chemosis, proptosis</td>
<td>PHBC</td>
<td>Ophthalmic</td>
<td>Stent, first choice</td>
<td>4 × 9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>7.2</td>
<td>Occluded fistula, preserved ICA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7/50/F</td>
<td>Chemosis, proptosis, CNP</td>
<td>MCC</td>
<td>Ophthalmic, petrous</td>
<td>Stent, first choice</td>
<td>4 × 12</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Occluded fistula, preserved ICA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: —CNP indicates cranial nerve palsy; ASDH, acute subdural hematoma; GSW, gunshot wound; ICA, internal carotid artery; MCC, motorcycle crash; MVC, motor vehicle crash; BHBC, bicycle hit by car; PHBC, pedestrian hit by car.

In our series, among 100 cases treated with detachable coils, 93 (93%) were successfully treated with detachable coils, and 7 (7%) failed to occlude the CCF. In the group treated with covered stents, 100 cases (100%) were successfully treated. The decision to treat CCF by using covered stents was based on the presence of a favorable anatomy and the inability to deliver a detachable balloon across the CCF. Other treatment methods such as the use of detachable coils in favorable cases were also entertained; however, on the basis of the favorable anatomy and the presence of arterial spasm, we decided to treat these cases with covered stents.

In our series, 100 cases were treated with detachable coils, 93 (93%) were successfully treated with detachable coils, and 7 (7%) failed to occlude the CCF. In the group treated with covered stents, 100 cases (100%) were successfully treated. The decision to treat CCF by using covered stents was based on the presence of a favorable anatomy and the inability to deliver a detachable balloon across the CCF. Other treatment methods such as the use of detachable coils in favorable cases were also entertained; however, on the basis of the favorable anatomy and the presence of arterial spasm, we decided to treat these cases with covered stents.
observation. They were then discharged with 100-mg/day ASA for life and 75-mg/day clopidogrel for 3 months. All patients had clinical and angiographic follow-up.

Results
The 7 patients with CCF were treated with covered stents. The ICA was preserved in all cases (100%). There was no mortality and no immediate postprocedure morbidity. From the technical perspective, the stent grafts were successfully deployed in all patients. Four patients required only 1 stent graft. One patient had residual filling of the fistula and was successfully treated by immediately placing a second covered stent. In 1 patient, we first placed a bare stent to reconstruct the artery and provide support to the covered stent placed to seal the fistula by using the bare stent graft technique. In 1 patient, the covered stent had to be complemented with detachable coils (Detach platinum J-coil; William Cook Europe, Bjaeverskov, Denmark) and Lipiodol:Histocryl solution (Lipiodol; Guerbet, Genova, Italy; Histocryl; B/Braun, Melsungen, Germany) due to persistent endoleak despite repeat balloon inflation. In 2 of our patients (patients 6 and 7), we chose stent graft placement as the first therapeutic option based on favorable anatomy consistent with less tortuous carotid artery, no critical side branches adjacent to the site of the fistula, and the accumulated positive experience in the prior cases. Before the procedure, 5 of the 7 patients had ophthalmic symptoms that completely resolved after therapy. One patient had anticipated, persistent blindness; however, the cosmetic defect improved. The patient with cortical venous drainage and temporoparietal lobe hemorrhage recovered without rebleed or residual neurologic deficit.

Procedural Complications
Three of the 7 patients developed transitory spasm of the cavernous carotid artery during the positioning of the covered stent, which was noticed in the immediate control angiograms. These patients were successfully treated with direct intra-arterial injection of 2.5-mL (0.5 mg) nimodipine; prompt resolution of the spasm was demonstrated in the following angiogram after a single nimodipine dose.

Immediate Posttreatment Complications
All patients with CCF treated with covered stents were admitted to the intensive care unit for observation. They all had an uneventful immediate postprocedure hospital course without complications.

Follow-Up Results and Complications
There was 1 patient with angiographic morbidity who developed asymptomatic occlusion of the ICA (patient 1). His immediate control angiogram demonstrated excellent flow with no obvious ICA dissection; this patient interrupted the prescribed antiplatelet medications soon after discharge, which we believe precipitated thrombotic occlusion of the stent graft. The 1-month follow-up angiogram demonstrated the occlusion of the stented ICA and preservation of the intracranial circulation through collateral flow. The other 6 patients had angiographic follow-up between 3 months and 42 months (mean, 21.3 months), all showing persistent exclusion of the fistula with patent stent graft and intracranial ICA. Only 1 patient (patient 3) demonstrated minimal intrastent neointimal hyperplasia, which was asymptomatic and remained unchanged throughout his 37-month follow-up. The other 5 patients had no evidence of intimal hyperplasia. We discuss the more illustrative cases below.

Case 1
Patient 2 was a 21-year-old man who presented with a left CCF secondary to a gunshot wound 2 years before. Findings of a physical examination demonstrated marked proptosis and erythema but preserved ocular movements. Metallic and osseous fragments were identified in the CT scan in the left temporal fossa and parasellar region. The angiogram showed a left CCF draining into a markedly enlarged ophthalmic vein and into the inferior petrosal sinus (Fig 1A). Conventional therapy with endovascular silicone balloon occlusion was initially attempted with a GoldValve GVB No. 16 (Minvasys, Gennevilliers, France), but 2 balloons ruptured on inflation, pierced by spiculated osseous fragments. It was decided to treat the fistula with a covered stent. Using the triaxial system, we advanced a covered Jostent GraftMaster (4 × 12 mm) to the level of the
cavernous carotid artery (Bouthillier segment 4) where it was deployed. Control angiography demonstrated partial obliteration of the fistula, with residual filling of the inferior petrosal sinus (not shown). A second Jostent GraftMaster (4 × 16 mm) was placed overlapping the proximal end of the first one, completely occluding the fistula (Fig 1B). A small petrous pseudoaneurysm (segment C2) was identified and managed conservatively. The patient was discharged on antiplatelet therapy with ASA (100 mg/day) and clopidogrel (75 mg/day). Follow-up angiograms at 9, 14, and 23.5 months demonstrated persistent occlusion of the CCF with preserved ICA, spontaneous resolution of the small petrous pseudoaneurysm, and no evidence of intimal hyperplasia (Fig 1C).

**Case 2**
Patient 4 was a 39-year-old man who had blunt head trauma with skull base fracture during a motor vehicle crash (MVC). Two months later, he developed sudden right hemiplegia. MR imaging demonstrated a large left temporoparietal intra-axial hematoma (not shown). The initial angiogram demonstrated persistent occlusion of the CCF with preserved ICA, spontaneous resolution of the small petrous pseudoaneurysm, and no evidence of intimal hyperplasia (Fig 1C).

**Case 2**
Patient 4 was a 39-year-old man who had blunt head trauma with skull base fracture during a motor vehicle crash (MVC). Two months later, he developed sudden right hemiplegia. MR imaging demonstrated a large left temporoparietal intra-axial hematoma (not shown). The initial angiogram demonstrated a CCF with a small fistula orifice and a small cavernous sinus. There was retrograde cortical venous drainage into the left Sylvian vein, which precipitated the hemorrhage (Fig 2A, -B). The presence of a CCF with retrograde cortical drainage and associated intracerebral hematoma constitutes a therapeutic emergency. Because the size of the orifice and the cavernous sinus did not allow the use of a detachable balloon and the carotid siphon configuration was suitable for stent placement, we decided to treat it with this technique. Using the triaxial system, we advanced a 4 × 12 mm covered stent (Jostent GraftMaster) and deployed it in the cavernous carotid (segment 4), completely occluding the fistula (Fig 2C). Follow-up angiography at 2, 14.9, and 42 months demonstrated a normal ICA artery without intrastent intimal hyperplasia and with no recurrence of the fistula (Fig 2D).

**Case 3**
Patient 5 was a 21-year-old man who was involved in a high-speed MVC, with severe multiple trauma that included maxillofacial and skull base fractures associated with right-sided ophthalmoplegia, blindness, and overt findings of CCF on physical examination. The right ICA angiogram demonstrated no enhancement of the intracranial circulation, with complete flow deviation into the fistula and extensive venous drainage (Fig 3A). The fistula drained into the ophthalmic vein, facial vein, ipsilateral cavernous and inferior petrosal sinuses, and via the coronary sinus into the contralateral cavernous and petrosal sinuses. To better characterize the fistula, we repeated right-sided carotid and vertebral angiography with ipsilateral carotid compression (flow-reduction maneuvers of Miehringer-Hieshima and Heuber respectively), demonstrating a transection of the cavernous ICA (segment 4). The right intracranial ICA territory was maintained by collateral circulation. We established a 2-step strategy; first, we placed a bare stent to guarantee adequate wall apposition and provide added support. Once the procedure was completed, we placed a covered...
stent to finalize the arterial reconstruction and seal the fistula. The triaxial access system was set, and a bare coronary stent, Liberté Monorail, 5 × 24 mm (Boston Scientific), was successfully deployed to begin the 2-step arterial wall repair (Fig 3B). We immediately completed the reconstruction and occluded the CCF by placing the covered stent (Jostent GraftMaster, 4 × 12 mm) inside the bare stent. Once the stent was deployed, the angiogram showed complete resolution of the fistula with re-establishment of the intracranial flow through the right ICA. There is straightening (arrow) of the cavernous ICA with no hemodynamic consequence in the control angiogram. D, Three-month follow-up with CT angiography. Here the sagittal reformat shows the straightening of the cavernous carotid artery with the stent in place and preserved patency. E and F, Angiographic follow-up at 8 and 15 months demonstrates a normal intracranial ICA without recurrence of the fistula or significant intrastent intimal hyperplasia (black arrows).

**Fig 3.** A, Patient 5. Selective right ICA angiogram demonstrates a high-flow CCF with arterial phase enhancement of a markedly enlarged superior ophthalmic vein (black arrow), facial veins (white arrowheads), and both inferior petrosal sinuses (curved arrow). This is a case of near-complete cavernous ICA transection with nonvisualization of the right anterior and middle cerebral arteries due to complete deviation of the flow into the fistula. B, There is an exchange wire stabilized in one of the distal middle cerebral artery branches. A bare stent has just been deployed in the cavernous carotid artery to reconstruct the vessel wall and provide stability to the covered stent, which is being positioned inside the bare stent at the exact location of the fistula. C, Control postdeployment shows occlusion of the fistula with re-establishment of the intracranial flow through the right ICA. There is straightening (arrow) of the cavernous ICA with no hemodynamic consequence in the control angiogram. D, Three-month follow-up with CT angiography. Here the sagittal reformat shows the straightening of the cavernous carotid artery with the stent in place and preserved patency. E and F, Angiographic follow-up at 8 and 15 months demonstrates a normal intracranial ICA without recurrence of the fistula or significant intrastent intimal hyperplasia (black arrows).

**Case 4**

Patient 3 was a 21-year-old man who had a blunt head trauma when hit by a car while riding his bicycle. He later developed chemosis and proptosis. The angiogram demonstrated a rare type of direct CCF located above the level of the ophthalmic artery and the anterior clinoid process (Bouthillier segment C6).

Using the same technique previously described, we advanced a covered stent (3.5 × 14 mm Jostent GraftMaster) above the level of the anterior clinoid process, where the fistula was identified. Special attention was paid not to occlude the anterior choroidal artery or the posterior communicating artery. Following the liberation of the stent, an endoleak was identified in the control angiogram and balloon re-inflation was performed to improve wall apposition. However, the endoleak worsened. This patient could not be treated by placing a second covered stent because of the proximity to the origin of the anterior choroidal artery. Using a microcatheter system, we catheterized the fistula and completed treatment of the CCF with detachable coils (Detach platinum J-coil, William Cook Europe) and Histoacryl (3:1 Lipiodol:Histoacryl solution). Control angiograms up to 37 months showed stable findings with occluded fistula and no intimal hyperplasia.

**Discussion**

Following their introduction in the 1970s, detachable balloons quickly became the method of choice to treat CCF, with re-
ported success rates of 75%–88% in preserving the patency of the parent ICA. Although they are excellent therapeutic devices, there are some situations in which detachable balloons cannot be used if preservation of the parent artery is desired. These include the following: 1) a small orifice that does not allow the passage of the balloon; 2) the cavernous sinus being too small and causing the balloon to herniate into the parent ICA; 3) sharp osseous fragments within the sinus that can cause the balloon to rupture on inflation; 4) a markedly enlarged cavernous sinus that cannot be completely filled even with the use of multiple balloons, leaving empty spaces that prevent complete occlusion and cure; and 5) transection of the cavernous ICA. One additional circumstance that limits the use of detachable balloons is their limited availability.

All these situations have led to the search for alternative ways to treat the fistula while attempting to preserve the artery, even if this is not always possible. Different techniques have been described using a transarterial and/or transvenous approach to occlude the fistula with detachable coils, \textit{n}-BCA, and Onyx with or without balloon assistance. Detachable coils have proved to be an excellent therapeutic option to treat CCF in those various circumstances in which balloons have failed or cannot be used, and they have the added advantage of being more widely available. Bare stents and covered stents have been recently introduced as another set of alternatives to provide support to the coils or to directly obliterate the fistula. The CCF with complete transection of the ICA constitutes a particularly challenging therapeutic situation that, in most cases, requires occlusion of the ICA to cure the fistula.

Preservation of the artery in patients with CCF and severe laceration of the ICA has been feasible by using simultaneous bare stent and balloon-assisted coil obliteration. We describe our experience using covered stents as the alternative method to treat CCF, focusing on the reconstruction of the injured arterial wall as the main way to achieve occlusion of the fistula. The use of covered stents to treat CCF has been described in previous case reports, with successful occlusion of the fistula and preservation of the ICA in 5 patients with follow-up between 3 and 14 months (mean, 8.2 months). Additional encouraging experience with the intracranial use of covered stents has been reported for the treatment of intracranial aneurysms and pseudoaneurysms. In our series, we successfully occluded 7 of 7 fistulas. Six of the 7 fistulas were completely occluded by using covered stents; 5 of them, by using covered stents alone. One patient underwent planned bare stent placement previous to the release of the covered stent, to provide additional support and allow precise positioning. One patient had to be treated with coils due to residual endoleak originating too close to the anterior choroidal artery.

The mean angiographic follow-up in our 7 patients was 18.4 months, demonstrating a patency rate of 85.7%. This patency rate was affected by the patient who was noncompliant to the prescribed antiplatelet regimen and developed early ICA occlusion noticed during the 1-month follow-up. In our series, 1 patient showed minimal intimal hyperplasia with no hemodynamic significance. The other 6 patients showed no intimal hyperplasia. All the findings of angiograms remained stable with time; the condition of our 1 patient with minimal intimal hyperplasia did not show any signs of progression during the 37-month follow-up. The rest of our patients discontinued all antiplatelet medication within 2–4 months despite our recommendation (clopidogrel for 3 months, ASA for life). They did not develop any symptoms or new angiographic findings.

This outcome supports the anecdotal observation by Chiara et al, who described a patient in whom antiplatelet therapy was stopped 4 weeks after stent graft placement for a vertebral artery aneurysm without the patient’s developing symptoms. It also supports the prior experience by Madam et al, who administered clopidogrel for 3 months and ASA for 6 months in 2 patients with CCF and stent grafts, who did not develop signs of thrombosis and demonstrated patency of the artery at 6 months angiographic follow-up. From prior animal studies, we know that PTFE-covered stents are well endotherlized (over 90% of their surface area) in 4 weeks. Our observations add to prior reports in which minimal or no intimal hyperplasia was identified in patients treated with stent grafts for a vascular process other than atherosclerotic vasocclusive disease.

The Jostent GraftMaster is a covered stent originally designed for coronary use with growing accumulated intracranial experience. Its main drawback for intracranial use is the limited longitudinal flexibility. To overcome this limitation, one must provide extra support to the stent by using a long sheath, a guide catheter, and a stiff exchange wire that contributes to straightening the vessel. Other groups have reported successful use of a self-expandable nitinol PTFE-covered stent, which, if more malleable and easier to navigate, might contribute to negotiating the tortuosity of the intracranial vasculature with enhanced safety.

In addition to the stiffness of the delivery system, the Jostent itself can have limited flexibility, causing a straightened or more “vertical” course of the cavernous ICA after its deployment. In our experience and in this case series, this represented an anticipated finding with no associated symptoms or hemodynamic consequence.

These are encouraging results, and further progress can be anticipated as technology of the covered stents and their delivery systems continues to evolve. Stent-based artery reconstruction is a valid technique to treat CCF and could soon become a first-line therapy as experience with this device increases, materials continue to improve, and more data are accumulated.

**Conclusions**

With the technology, acquired knowledge, and experience available today, CCF can be treated and cured without sacri-
facing the parent vessel in nearly all patients. PTFE-covered stents are evolving as a promising intracranial therapeutic alternative to treat CCF and preserve the parent artery by reconstructing the arterial wall. It should be considered in patients in whom fistula cannot be successfully occluded with detachable balloons or detachable coils. The navigation of balloon-expandable covered stents in the intracranial circulation can be challenging. This limitation can be minimized by appropriately selecting the patients and by using a stable access system. More investigation is required to further develop the specifications and indications of patients to be selected.
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